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 In the context of retail distribution, this study employs recursive K-means clustering 

on retail sales data to optimize clusters of nearest-distance stores for salesperson 

route recommendations. This approach addresses the stochastic salesperson problem 

by generating effective routes, enhancing cost reduction, and improving service 

efficiency. The recursive K-means algorithm dynamically adjusts to continuous 

changes in store numbers, locations, and transaction data. Consequently, this 

research successfully developed a model that automatically re-clusters the data with 

each change, providing continuously updated and effective store recommendations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the context of retail business distribution systems, it is 

crucial to put emphasis on cost reduction and service 

enhancements. Technology can accomplish this by offering a 

comprehensive system that streamlines the management and 

monitoring of all product delivery processes by salespersons 

to individual retail stores. The primary objective of the 

salesperson monitoring and management system is to gather 

data and information related to the sales progress and 

performance of each salesperson[3]. This aspect holds 

significant importance for retail businesses or companies 

[1][2]. However, there is still an issue with the stochastic 

salesperson problem when considering distance measured by 

travel time and tour due dates. In the initial studies of the 

stochastic routing problem, the objective of the model was to 

minimize the time it takes to complete all the routes or to 

maximize the probability of finishing them by a particular 

time limit. [12][13]. Given the previously mentioned 

problem, it is crucial to create a system that can offer 

suggestions for the most effective route. [5][6].  

Through employing the data from the sales monitoring 

system, including transaction data and geographical 

information for each visited store, the system can generate 

effective route recommendations and enhance the company's 

marketing strategy[4]. Research in the field of grouping 

position points to determine an effective route often applies 

k-means clustering to create optimal clusters and find the 

shortest route [7][8][9]. In order to obtain the effective k 

cluster with the shortest distance, combine with the recursive 

technique that can estimate the cluster center by recursively 

checking the cluster size for each iteration [7][10][11]. The 

main goal of this study is to improve the clustering of store 

points using retail sales data, which will help the system 

provide better route recommendations for traveling 

salespeople. This will be achieved by applying recursive K-

means clustering. 

II. METHOD  

A. Study Area and Data sets 

The data analyzed in this study consists of store visits and 

transactions made by salespersons during a three-month 

period from April 2024 to June 2024. Using a dataset of GPS 

pings, we analyzed the movements of 500 salespersons across 

Indonesia to derive the store locations. This dataset contains 

accurate longitude and latitude coordinates for every store, 

comprehensive earnings statistics for each salesperson, and 

detailed timelines of each salesperson's trips to stores within 

their assigned areas.  
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B. Cluster Analysis: K-means clustering.  

Cluster analysis is a dimension reduction approach that 

aims to improve comprehension of complex data structures by 

identifying patterns. The K-means algorithm remains popular 

in cluster analysis due to its rapidity, effectiveness, and 

straight forwardness [14]. The K-means clustering technique 

typically divides each object or observation into a 

predetermined number of clusters, denoted as (k)[15][16]. 

However, in this case, the number of new stores is continually 

updated, making it challenging to determine the number of 

clusters for each area. The only predefined constraint is the 

maximum number of stores assigned to each salesperson. In 

response to the above problem, we employed recursive 

clustering using K-means clustering technique to group retail 

data.   

C. Recursive K-Means Clustering 

For the purpose of achieving our research objective of 

clustering retail data to offer visit route suggestions, we utilize 

a sequential clustering technique with K-means. This method 

is adept at handling an unspecified number of clusters and 

produces a new cluster of stores for each area. 

 

Figure 1. research step flowchart 

The main step for this clustering method is the recursive re-

clustering step. This step involves a series of actions and steps 

to process the data, such as running k-mean clustering, and 

then repeating the calculation until each cluster has a variable 

that is less than the maximum value for a shop within it 

(Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2 Recursive Process. K-Means Clustering in Algorithm 

 

Figure 3. K-Means Clustering 
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Preparation Dataset 

For the implementation, we have gathered a total of 3951 

samples of store data from the salesperson management and 

monitoring systems. It is important to note that we specifically 

focused on sampling store locations in the surrounding area 

of Sidoarjo, East Java. We extract data from the database and 

clean several stores that haven’t had any transactions in the 

past 3 months since April 2024.  We used this preprocessing 

data to query the database and export the sample data to a 

CSV file. In this research, we need to declare the maximum 

number of stores in one cluster. In k-means clustering and 

reclustering, we use this variable until each cluster has less 

than the number we set. 

B. Recursive K-Means Clustering 

In this research, the primary requirement for recursive k-

means clustering comes from the constraints imposed by the 

need for each cluster to have a subset (in this case, a store) 

that is either less than or equal to the number defined in the 

previous step. Each cluster that has more than the maximum 

number will recalculate. The algorithm will divide this cluster 

into two or more smaller clusters, each containing a new 

centroid. The recursive algorithm will recalculate and create 

a new cluster using the K-means clustering model. The 

algorithm will repeat this process until all clusters have less 

than or equal to the maximum number of stores defined in the 

previous step. 

C. Code Recursive  K-Means Clustering 

 

Figure 4. Recursive  K-Means Clustering and Re-clustering 

This image illustrates the primary algorithm we develop in 

our research. We write this code in the Python programming 

language. Python is a low-level and well-known 

programming language for clustering models. As previously 

explained, we will repeat the clustering process until all 

clusters contain less or equal to the maximum number of 

stores, which takes an average of 3.5 seconds to calculate 

3951 samples. Once the algorithm completes the calculations, 

including reclustering, it assigns a unique ID to each cluster. 

Creating a unique cluster is used as a visiting recommendation 

model for salespeople within the system.  

D. The code aims to illustrate clustering on a map. 

 

Figure 5. The code aims to visualize the cluster in a map. 

Figure 5 shows how we draw the cluster onto the map using 

longitude and latitude for each store. This step helps us 

visualize our clustering from the previous step and allows us 

to see how the cluster integrates with the map. It also aids in 

ensuring that we group each cluster using the same color. We 

use the same colour to identify a cluster. It has transformed 

into a recommendation for a salesperson to visit. At this point, 

we only draw a visiting recommendation for the salesperson, 

not a route to visit the store in a cluster. 

E. Result for K-Mean Clustering and Visit Recommendation 

 

Figure 6. K-Means Clustering 

Figure 5 show utilize data visualization to represent the 

mapping of all the collected store data, and employ K-means 

clustering to group the areas. Additionally, it helps to ensure 

that we categorize each cluster using the identical color. A 

cluster is identified with a uniform color. It has evolved into 

a suggestion for a salesperson to make a visit. The salesperson 

management system will display only the store data that is 

situated within a single cluster, based on this clustering 

outcome.     
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Figure 7. K-Means Clustering 

Figure 7 displays an in-depth look of each cluster, with 

each node representing the precise GPS location of the store. 

This cluster has demonstrated its effectiveness in cluster data 

based on its distance. Additionally, it has been re-clustered 

whenever additional nodes are added or when the maximum 

number of stores in one cluster is reached.    The next step 

involves integrating the clustering data into the sales 

management system, as each store belongs to a unique ID-

labeled cluster. 

F. Data Integration to Salesperson System Management 

 

Figure 8. Code for insert clustering into salesperson system 

After receiving the cluster recommendation, the final step 

involves inserting the cluster data into the sales management 

systems. This process consists of several procedures to insert 

cluster data into the database. The process involves preparing 

the data in a SQL statement, mapping the cluster data into a 

table in the database, and then joining this cluster data with 

the salesperson. We will use this cluster data to recommend 

visits to salespersons in Sidoarjo, East Java. We need an 

average of 2–3 seconds to insert 3591 sample data into sales 

management systems after several tries. Once we inserted the 

data, the administrator of the salesperson management system 

could view the visiting recommendations for each 

salesperson. 

This research successfully applied clustering techniques to 

retail data, primarily focusing on store location mapping. The 

objective was to address the challenges related to store visit 

recommendations and clustering based on nearest distances. 

Furthermore, we have implemented a recursive K-means 

algorithm that is capable of dynamically adjusting to the 

continual changes in the number and position of stores.  

We could still broaden this study in specific domains, like 

determining the shortest route for each cluster, enhancing the 

model with additional sample data from stores that are more 

scattered, and automating the scheduling of visits based on the 

salesperson's location. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This research effectively showed the use of clustering 

techniques in analyzing retail data, with a specific emphasis 

on store location mapping and visit recommendations. Using 

a recursive K-means clustering algorithm, we tackled the 

issue of dynamically updating the number of stores, making it 

more difficult to determine clusters for each area. Our method 

guarantees that every cluster meets the predetermined limit of 

stores per salesperson. 

The recursive K-means algorithm proved effective in 

dynamically adjusting to changes in the number and positions 

of stores, thereby providing optimized route 

recommendations for traveling salespeople. This method 

enhances the management and monitoring of product delivery 

processes, ultimately contributing to cost reduction and 

service efficiency in the retail business distribution system. 

Future research could expand on these findings by 

exploring domains such as determining the shortest route for 

each cluster, incorporating additional sample data from more 

dispersed stores, and automating visit scheduling based on the 

salesperson's location. These enhancements would further 

improve the effectiveness and practicality of the clustering 

model in real-world retail scenarios. 
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